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Adaptability of software tutorials to user interfaces
Adaptation des tutoriels pour logiciels aux interfaces utilisateurs

RAPHAËL PERRAUD, INRIA - Centre de l’Université de Lille, France

Video tutorials have become one the main media to learn software literacy. However, customizable user interfaces introduces challenges

for learners, as differences between the demonstrated interface in tutorials and the learner’s interface may impede effective learning.

These differences are exacerbated by software updates that alter features, commands, and visual representations between interfaces.

This leads to discrepancies between tutorial demonstrations and learners’ interfaces, that impede effective learning and causing

obsolescence. This thesis addresses this issue by introducing "interface distance" and explores its impact on user learnability. To face

these challenges, this research will develop the concept of adaptable tutorials to minize these interface differences and cover the main

cases of tutorial depreciation.

Les tutoriels vidéo sont devenus l’un des principaux supports d’apprentissage des logiciels. Cependant, les interfaces utilisateur

personnalisables présentent des défis pour les apprenants, car les différences entre l’interface démontrée dans les didacticiels et

l’interface de l’apprenant peuvent entraver un apprentissage efficace. Ces différences sont exacerbées par des mises à jour logicielles

continues qui modifient les fonctionnalités et les représentations visuelles des commandes entre les interfaces. Cela conduit à des

écarts entre l’interface démontrée dans un tutoriel et l’interface d’un apprenant, qui entravent un apprentissage efficace et provoquent

l’obsolescence des tutoriels vidéos. Cette thèse aborde ce problème en introduisant la notion de « distance d’interface » et explore son

impact sur l’apprentissage de l’utilisateur. Pour faire face à ces défis, cette recherche développera le concept de tutoriels adaptables

pour minimiser ces différences d’interface et couvrir les principaux cas de dépréciation des tutoriels.

CCS Concepts: • Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI); Empirical studies in interaction
design; Interaction design process and methods.
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1 CONTEXT

A plethora of tutorials are now available in various formats (text, video, mixed) to broadcast knowledge about digital

skills and software literacy. Video tutorials have become one of the main media to learn new skills [26]. The growth of

video-based platforms in our daily use also transformed the way we learn new skills, and social media platforms such

as Youtube or Tiktok became major players in the dissemination of knowledge [2, 5, 8, 27]. Videos are now the main

support resource used by new users to develop software skills [18]. Video tutorials are favored among learners because

they can include different ways of resolving a challenge [24] and help newcomers to achieve a goal by mimicking the

process demonstrated in the tutorial.

However, user interfaces are becoming increasingly modular and customizable, and many differences between the

learner’s interface and the one demonstrated in the tutorial may arise, limiting the user’s ability to follow. Differences can

also stem from tools exposing different interface components and application states than the ones shown in the tutorial

[39]. The on-going evolution of software interfaces also brings its own share of complexity, bringing changes at different
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levels of the interface and the application. For instance, a software update can depreciate certain features in favor of new

ones, change the user action used to activate the command or its visual representation. Thus, video tutorials suffer from

one major limitation which is that they are produced at a given instant, with a specific configuration/customization,

with specific plugins and language. Therefore, virtually, all video tutorials are doomed to become outdated because they

are not updated, even though the software they demonstrate or provide instructions for has kept evolving. As a result,

users often have to worry about matching their version of the software with the one of the tutorial, because significant

interface changes can occur between two versions [20].

In the end, many tutorial viewers work with different interfaces than the ones used for producing a video tutorial

[39], and need to undergo an additional user interface translation step [37] in order to compensate for the differences

that may exist between the two interfaces [21]. The most probable solution to overcome this issue currently consists

in looking for another video tutorial produced with the correct software version, which takes significant time and

might result in finding a video with significant irrelevant portions [18]. As users often tackle learning software by

a task-oriented approach [14, 20, 22, 38], it becomes cumbersome to find a suitable tutorial due to the abundance of

online tutorials and must interpret, if in addition they must adapt the content to suit to their goals [16] and make sure

the version of the software used in the video and the configuration of the GUI correspond. Consequently, the objectives

of this thesis will be thus to study the concept of interface distance and its impact on user’s capabilities to reproduce a

tutorial and her learnability.

Continuous interface updates and their customization ability lead users to face a multitude of different interfaces.

The search for functionalities in these various interfaces can thus hinder their learning by generating friction that

is not due to the difficulty of the tutorial itself, but rather to the availability of the interface to the user’s needs. As

various factors can cause minor or major depreciation of a part or the totality of a tutorial, it would be appropriate to

enable the capacity of tutorials to adapt their content in order to reflect a meaningful interface for the learner. While

many tools have been proposed to leverage software authoring and watching by creating new content, the question

of the sustainability of the tutorials remains largely unexplored. Various solutions have been explored to overcome

this problem, ranging from automatically detecting versioning issues [33] to relying on community-based sourcing

to refine missing elements or leverage viewer’s awareness following changes that need to be edited to old tutorials

[19, 24, 41]. This thesis focuses on solving the problem of interface distance and tutorial depreciation with adaptable

tutorials : tutorials whose content can be adapted to the learner’s situation, considering her software knowledge, habits,

materials and user interface state.

2 RELATEDWORK

Video tutorials have inspired a large corpus of research in HCI, from the authors to the viewer’s perspective. A first

line of research can be found in the various tools that research proposed to assist tutorial authors and reduce the burden

of producing their content. The approach of generating tutorials from user demonstration has become more important

in research [4, 12, 24, 25] alongside the prevalence of interactive video tutorials as preferred medium for tutorials

[18, 44]. While these solutions facilitate the production of tutorials, it cannot solve the issues of interface distance and

tutorial depreciation since it would require tutorial authors to produce a tutorial for each interface configuration, which

seems complicated with interfaces that can be personalized.

A second line of research aimed to facilitate the capabilities of viewers (or learners) to follow tutorials by integrating

them directly into the user interface (which requires special authoring) [13, 28, 42]. Other tools offer to automate the

analysis of tutorials to extract structuring information about the tutorial for the learner to help to select the relevant
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tutorial [3, 29, 34, 35] and the sections of interest within a tutorial [17, 40, 44, 45]. However, if these tools offer to

leverage tutorials by enabling new interactive properties, they do not have the capacity to update the video content

itself, and the tutorial is still threatened by obsolescence. The concept of adaptive tutorials aims to reduce the burden of

maintaining content across time, meaning and relevancy through interfaces and similar software and learner’s context.

These tutorials should thus be able to compute an interface translation to map similar features and workflows through

updates, layout and shortcuts customizations, materials capabilities to preserve the relevance of the tutorial through

regardless of this context.

In addressing the challenge of reconciling interface differences between distinct software interfaces, various projects

aimed at mitigating potential frictions with parallel approaches. WhileWhere is that feature ? [1] delves into the problem

of localization of features of a same application across different devices, and presents design strategies to guide users

to find them from an interface to another. Show-me-how focuses on the transfer learning between similar software

offering to perform the same means but each with a different interface [37]. Raissi et al. have extended the study of

transfer learning by observing the influence of retroactive transfer when user alternate between different interfaces on

user efficiency [36], observing that even small changes can produce significant drops in performance. Blocks-to-CAD

uses this transfer learning principle to propose a cross-application bridge concept for learning new software [23] by

gradually changing a familiar application into another one which uses similar interaction paradigms. Another approach

would be to leverage users’ awareness of available feature in the interface [9] or their vocabulary [7, 10] in order to be

able to overgo by themselves the interface difference. However, very little has been done to understand the difficulties

involved in differentiating between two interfaces. We argue that updates and customization can issue depreciation

[33, 43] or lack of relevance of these due to the gap between the interfaces that can be fixed by enabling the capability

of tutorial of being adaptable to user’s context.

3 PHD PROGRESS

3.1 Main objectives

The objective of this research is to establish a series of works on interfaces differences in learning situations with

video tutorials. To do so, the milestones of this work are to understand high-level issues with video tutorials, define

interface differences and hierarchize them according to their causes and effects on learners’ use of the tutorial, propose

solutions to cover the most problematic cases of interface differences.

3.2 Progress

3.2.1 High-level issues with tutorials. A review of the literature allowed us to observe that video tutorials have already

largely inspired research in HCI but very little, however, focuses on improving the maintainability of tutorial content

over time and user interface customizations. Preliminary interviews allowed us to identify high-level issues which

will define the roadmap for this thesis work. These interviews allowed us to establish limitations related to video

tutorials, their obsolescence and current practices to circumvent this problem. From the analysis of these semi-structured

interviews, we have identified six challenges that will define the roadmap for this research work :

(1) Workload of maintenance. Even with strategies to intervene only on minimal portions when necessary, the format

of the video tutorials makes their maintenance cumbersome.

(2) Customization. Authors receive a lot of help requests from their communities for personalized cases which

increase the support burden due to specific incompatibilities.
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(3) Novice-oriented tutorial authoring. Authors limit their usual setup to suit the likely conditions of use by novice

users.

(4) Keeping the viewer aware. Interface updates can change the spatial organization and visual representation of

feature and cause difficulties in following a tutorial.

(5) Quality over compatibility. Users tend to trust particular video authors because they know they produce quality

content even if the tutorial content is getting outdated.

The main alterations that an interface can undergo concern the location of features within the interface, defined by

their Reachability and its Availability. Changes affecting the representation of the command activating the feature, such

as updates of its visual iconography, are considered infrequent. Consequently, our focus centers on modifications related

to the Reachability and Availability within the GUI. In this aim, we deliberately omit considerations of Reachability

modifications attributable to differences in input modalities such as shortcuts. Our emphasis remains directed towards

examining frictions stemming from alterations that impact the visual interface, regardless of if it was initiated by the

learner (customized interface) or resulted from a software update. We therefore defined the concepts of Reachability

and Availability as follows :

Reachability. The Reachability of a feature is dependent of its application hierarchy and its interface hierarchy. This

fisrt refers to the containerization of commands into semantic entities (e.g. the command relative to align an object

to the left border is contained into an "Alignment" parent, itself contained by "Text"). The interface hierarchy

refers then to the relative disposal, size, positioning and layer level of the Representation of the command on the

interface. The Reachability of a command is dependant of the input modalities allowed to invoke to the same

feature through another way (such as shortcuts).

Availability. The Availability of a command in a software define if an enabled instance of the command exists in the

current state of the application. The variance of the Availability of a feature will be mostly due to application

versioning or third-party add-ons.

3.2.2 Quantifying frictions related to Reachability and Availability issues. We therefore chose to focus our first main

study on the frictions resulting from interface differences between a tutorial interface and a learner interface related to

the variations of the Reachability and the Availability of commands.

We have characterized the differences in Reachability according to several levels of magnitude of spatial displacement

between the interfaces. We have therefore defined three categories of Reachability differences. Features Directly

reachable on screen, whose parent component is visible on both interfaces (within graphic software, a "Brush" tool in

the toolbar, for example). Features that are not Not directly reachable on screen, whose parent component is present on

the screen but not active (e.g. the "TextBold" feature in the "Text" component, activated when the tab is clicked to reveal

the tab). These two types of Reachability differences can be broken down into different levels of spatial distance between

the localizations of the same command between two interfaces. Finally, features Reqiring workspace configuration to

be reachable, notably by activating the parent window from the "Windows" application menu.

Then there are the cases of interface distance due to the modification of the Availability of a feature. Here we find two

levels : when the feature is but available in the application (think of features that depend on selection in the workspace,

or hardware configuration), and when the feature is simply Not available (due to the addition of a plugin or a version

difference, for example).
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An initial study was carried out to assess the frictions imposed by these levels of interface difference, and to study

viewer behavior in locating, revealing, activating and applying a feature that is not presented identically between

interfaces. Our results suggests that the alterations of the Availability of a feature and modifications Reqiring workspace

configuration are unsurprisingly the differences that create the most frictions, leading to confusing attempts to reveal

the feature on the interface, or activate it in order to apply its effect. A number of users are unaware of the configurable

capacity of certain applications, and only focus on a localized region close to the position of the feature in the tutorial

shown on their interface when looking for it. Locating a feature seems to be contextual, with participants paying more

visual attention to components with semantics close to the feature they are looking for (e.g. a "Text styles" window

when locating the "Paragraph" window). Floating interface elements are not considered as salient visual elements,

contrary to what we had hypothesized. They are rarely, if ever, taken into account in visual searches, and several

participants reported having difficulty recognizing them as interface elements, since they were not integrated into the

structure of a panel, or an element grouping together several other similar interface components. Interface alterations

where feature are Directly reachable seems to make it easier for users to locate them, but spatial proximity has no

significant impact on their ability to do so. The study has been submited at DIS’24 in early February.

3.2.3 Minimize interface differences between tutorials and learner’s interface. The previous study helped us to better

understand how differences in terms of Reachability and Availability impact user experience with video tutorials. In the

following steps, we will investigate the notion of interface distance to be able to measure the distance between two

interfaces from the user’s point of view, at several levels : application concepts, operating procedures, interaction styles,

input capabilities, spatial organization and visual representation of features [15]. We will propose then a systemic

analysis of the envisioned solutions of adaptable software tutorials, by implementing new systems supporting the

diffusion of adaptive tutorials for different devices and contexts of use.

A promising approach would be compilable tutorials that could be run on the learner’s machine as an executable,

process context informations before generating the tutorial. To do this, we would rely on the work already done on

capturing, recording and analysing the interaction history [11, 13, 30–32]. An interaction description-approach [6]

allows to generate a tutorial fitted for the learner’s context and envision that it would be capable to process an interface

translation for differences due to spatial reorganization, feature depreciation, language and user preference settings,

graphics update.

A more global reflection will be conducted on the levers offered by the adaptability of video tutorials for improving

the learnability of the interface as well as promoting serendipituous discoveries of its features. We will then explore the

cost of different adaptations on the interface comparison process, the retention of its learning as well as the possibilities

of learning new workflows within the same application.
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